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TruthPoint Videos Are Now Available on Brighteon

The volunteers of TruthPoint, videos which pierce the darkness, announce the launch of TruthPoint content
now available on Brighteon.

AUSTIN, Texas - Sept. 20, 2020 - PRLog -- TruthPoint Videos announced its website launch here at
PRLog in April, 2020.  Since that time, TruthPoint videos daily live-stream content focused on important
issues impacting the daily lives of all. TruthPoint began streaming with the Leviticus Protocol-Hope During
COVID19; it most recent message series is Restoring the Assembly - Beyond the Book of Acts. Viewer
feedback includes comments such as, "Wow!  This is prophetically happening now!" and "This is an
awesome presentation and is definitely inspirational!" One feature popular with viewers is the ability to
submit personal prayer requests and praise reports, both of which can be submitted via a convenient form
directly at the TruthPoint website and included within the live-streams from time to time.

Brighteon, founded in 2018, is an online video and social sharing platform.  Brighteon's stated purpose is to
provide space for content providers to share free-speech protected commentaries and/or opinions.
 Brighteon has recently added TruthPoint videos to its lineup. Viewers can find the Brighteon TruthPoint
channel, with new content posted weekly, by visiting: https://www.brighteon.com/channels/truthpoint.
 Recently, Brighteon also launched its own, free-speech focused social platform. TruthPoint is also
available on the new Brighteon social platform and can be found at https://brighteon.social/@TruthPoint

TruthPoint videos remain available at other popular outlets including Spotify, Twitch, the YouTube
TruthPoint channel, Twitter, Periscope, and Facebook, as well as on the TruthPoint Video website.
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